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Abstract 
The paper discusses the design of aperture-coupled microstrip patch antennas for dual 
linear polarisation with special emphasis on achieving a wide bandwidth and a high polar-
isation isolation. The coupling behaviour of crossed slot and offset slot designs is discussed 
and compared to each other. Several design examples for aperture-coupled antenna ele-
ments illustrate how the polarisation isolation decreases as the bandwidth of the antenna 
elements is increasing. A design example for an 8xl element subarray for a frequency in 
X- band (9.6 G Hz) shows a standing wave ratio of VSWR< 1..5 and a polarisation isolation 
of better than 2.5 dB within a bandwidth of 470 MHz. 
J(eywoTds: aperture-coupled antennas. dual linear polarisation. 
1. Conventional Microstrip Patch Antennas 
Microstrip patch antennas are very attractive candidates for versatile active 
phased array anteunas offering se\'eral ach'antages such as low weight, low 
thickness as well as the integration of the feed network. 
Fig. 1. Conventional dual polarised microstrip patch antennas 
a) single layer microstrip-fed b) multilayer probe-fed 
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However, conventional microstrip antennas with a single substrate for both 
the radiating elements and the feed network as shown in Fig. 1 a. show only 
narrow bandwidth and low efficiency. Surface waves produce diffraction 
at the edges of the dielectric and coupling between the array elements. 
Parasitic radiation of the feed network produces higher sidelobes and cross-
polarisation levels. 
The described problems can be avoided, if the radiators and feed 
network are separated on different substrate layers. Using direct probe 
feeding as shown in Fig. 1b, however, solder connections are necessary on 
both the patch as well as the feed net,vork layer. For large arrays this 
implies high production costs. In addition the solder connection itself can 
be problematic considering thermal and mechanical stresses. 
2. Aperture-Coupled Microstrip Patch Antennas 
Aperture-coupled microstrip antennas are very advantageous to overcome 
these difficulties. vVith a two layer design, the antenna elements and the 
feed network are located on separate substrates, which yield optimum ar-
ray performance and eliminate the space competition between the antenna 
elements and the feed network (Fig. 2). Furthermore. the antenna ele-
ments can be mounted on a substrate with a low dielectric constant to in-
crease the band·width and the radiation efficiency. using slots as coupling 
apertures, the feed network is entirely shielded by the groundplane. vVith 
this configuration. excellent sidelobe performance and polarisation proper-
ties can be achieved. 
2.1 Dl1al Polarisation Capability 
There are several possibilities for the design of an aperture-coupled patch 
radiator for dual linear polarisation. As an example Fz:g. 2 shows a crossed 
slot as "yell as an offset slot configuration. 
For the crossed slot configuration two separate substrate layers are 
necessary for the two orthogonal feed lines, as it can be seen in Fig. 2a. 
This implies that additional care has to be taken for the exact positioning of 
this additional layer during the manufacturing process. resulting in higher 
production costs. 
In order to avoid this additional layer two offset slots can be used as 
shown in Fig. 2b. vVith this approach both feecllines can be placed within 
the same layer. 
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Fig. 2. Dual polarised aperture-coupled microstrip patch antennas with 
a) crossed slots and b) offset slots 
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In order to find the optimum feeding technique for a maximum band-
width together with a minimum coupling level between both polarisations 
both designs were investigated theoretically and experimentally. 
2.2 Modelling 
The mathematicalmoclelling of aperture-coupled antenna elements can be 
performed by an electric field integral equation method in combination with 
the reciprocity theorem as formulated by POZAR in [1]. In order to be able 
to account also for offset slots as well as for multiple dielectric layers the 
approach in [1] has to be extended as shown below. 
In the Clnal:rsis is assumed that all dielectric substrates belmv and 
above the ground plalle extend to iufinity in the .['- and y-directions. The 
slot can be replaced by two equivalent magnetic currents 111!J on both sides 
of the metallisation. having opposite direction. These unkno,vn currents 
can be approximctted by a single piecewise-sinusoidal (PVYS) expansion 
mode: 
sin(l.:e(~-lyl)) 
sin( ke Lo'< ) 
o 
f . 1.111 < L2·< , 01 I I w. 
.r < T 
elsewhere 
(1) 
with Ls the slot length, H C" the slot width and ke the effective wavenumber 
of the PVVS mode. The current OIl the patch is expanded into a set of N 
entire domain modes for the a;-variatioll and uniform (pulse) modes for the 
.11-variation: 
;Y A 
Jso:(:r,y) = I:: In' In(:r.y) = ). In' Jo'Cr - Sx.y - Sy) (2) 
n=l 71=1 
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JO X, Y = p p -
o 
f Ixl < L2P or . Iyl < l~p. 
elsewhere 
(3) 
Lp denotes the patch length, }Vp the patch width and In is the amplitude 
of the n-th mode on the patch. Sx and Sy represent the geometrical offset 
of the coupling slot from the center of the patch. The electric field integral 
equation can be used to enforce the boundary condition that the total 
tangential electric fields (due to the slot excitation and the currents excited 
on the patch) are zero over the patch surface. This results in the matrix 
equation 
[Z] . [I] = [V] , (4) 
where [I] is the column vector of the unknown patch expansion mode coef-
ficients, [Z] is the moment method impedance matrix of the patch and [17] 
is the voltage vector due to the excitation of the magnetic currents in the 
offset slot. The elements of the impedance matrices are given by 
Zmn = - J J J'H(:r.y)· G~f(:r,y.:ro,yo)· r(XO,Yo)' d:rodyod:ccly (6) 
Spo Sp 
and 
1~7! = i i J'''(:c,y)' G~;\J(:r.y.:co.yo)· My(;ro,yo)' d:codyod.rcly. (6) 
Sao Sp 
where the integrations take place over the surface of the patch Sp and the 
f f 1 1· 1 5 G£J 1 G'£ \l l' sur ace 0 t le coup lng s ot aperture (l. n: anc Txy are space ( Olllaln 
Green's functions representing the transverse electric fie Id caused by an 
electric current element OIl the patch or a magnetic: current element in the 
slot, respectively. 
Since the exact Green's functions for lllultilayereclmeclia cannot be di-
rectly derived ill the space domain, Eqs. (6) and (6) are solved ill the spec-
tral domain. For this reason a t\vo-dimellsional F ourier transform pair is 
used to obtaill the electromagnetic field componellts ill the spectral domain. 
- Jf -'-J'(k ,,-'-1, 1/) F(k x • k y • .::) = f(;e. y . .::) . e' :' 'v. d:cdy ( 7) 
f( """ y -) - 1 ii F- (1. 1, --) r- j (k I l:+k Y Y)'ZI, ,1 /. ". _ .. - ,_') hx_ h y _ .. . ,: "hx"hy 
.:L,- (8) 
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Eqs. (5) and (6) can then be written as 
(9) 
and 
(10) 
. - EJ - EH . 
respectIvely, 'where G u and Gxy represent the Founer transformed 
Green's functions in the spectral domain. 
Starting \vith the lvlaxwell equations in symmetrical form (including 
a fictive magnetic currellt density AI) equivalent circuits can be derived 
for these spectral domain Green's functiolls for arbitrary stacked dielectric 
media [2]. 
In the spectral domaill the fields can be decomposed into a spectrum 
of plane waves propagating along the interfaces of the dielectric layers in 
x-v-direction with the propagation vector k = kx . ex + ky . ey. 
By introducing a new ll-v-coordinate system rotated by the angle 9 = 
arctan( ~~ ) as given in Fig. 3 a separatioll in TE- and T~vI-field components 
is possible. 
y 
Fig. S, Decolllposition of the electromagnetic fields in TE- and T.'vl-modes 
The l'vlaxwell equatiolls applied to the multilayered structure can be mod-
elled then by two equivalent circuits as shown in Fig. 4. 
The electric curreut elements on the patch and on the feed line can be 
described by ideal current SOUl'Ces. whereas the magnetic current elements 
on the aperture can be replaced by an ideal voltage source. 
Each dielectric layer of thickness d; is represented by an ideal trans-
mission line with the length d;. the characteristic impedance ZTE/TMi and 
the propagation COllstant ri. The groulld plane is modelled as a simple 
short circuit. The free space above the patch is replaced by an infinitely 
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Fig. 4. Equivalent circuits to determine the Green's functions of the multilayered 
structure 
long ideal transmission line whose input impedance is equal to its charac-
teristic impedance. 
~. - )1.2 + ".2 _ "".k2 11 - I\x y -1 0 
Z _ jW/Ii TEi - --. 
~li 
(11) 
(12) 
U sing transmission line theory the desired relationships between the electric 
and magnetic currents and the corresponding electric and magnetic fields 
can be determined for the TE- and T'\I-Illode. respectively. The spectral 
domain Green's functions needed for the analysis of the aperture-coupled 
patch are obtained by rotating hack to the original .r-y-system. 
\Vhen the patch currents have been calculated as solutions of the elec-
tric field integral Eq. (4) the coupling of the slot to the microstrip feedline 
is incorporated using the reciprocity theorem [1]. As all the electric and 
magnetic current distributions are known, all relevant antenna parameters 
such as the input impedance. the bandwidth, the antenna gain and the ra-
diation patterns can directly be determined. 
In order to verify the described method of moments approach Cl. single 
aperture-coupled antenna element for a center frequency of 9.6 GHz was 
designed and the results compared with measuremellts. .-\ 1.2 nUll thick 
Rohacell HF 51 foam material was used as a substrate layer for the patches. 
Because the patches cannot be mounted directly 011 the foam an additional 
copper clad Eapton film of 90 pm thickness was used as a snpport layer for 
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the patches. The patch dimensions were chosen to 12 X 12 mm2 and the 
slot dimensions to 8.2 X 0.5 mm2 . The offset of the slot from the center of 
the patch was 4.0 mIll in x-direction and 2.5 IllIll in y-direction. 
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Fig. 5. Calculated aIld measured input reflectioIl coefficient 
Fig. 5 shows the measured and calculated input reflection coefficient for 
this antenna element in the frequency range from 8.6 to 9.6 GHz. The 
calculation was performed \vith 3 even and 5 odd sinusoidal entire basis 
functions on the patch and one P,\VS mode in the coupling slot. Excellent 
agreement bet"ieen calculated alld measured results have been achieved. 
2.3 Practical Realisation 
In order to show the correlation between the ante~llla bandwidth and the 
corresponding attainable polarisation isolation for the offset slot configu-
ration as well as the crossed slot configuration several dual polarised an-
tenna elements were designed 'with the method of moments approach [1,3]. 
built and measured. All antenna elements were designed for a center fre-
quency of 9.6 GHz. In order to achieve different bandwidths Rohacell HF 
Ei1 with a thickness of 1.-1 !lUlL 1.6 mIll, 1.8 mm and 2.0 mIll was applied 
as a patch substrate. As a substrate for the feed lines Duroid 5880 with a 
thickness of 0.254 llUll for the offset slot design and a thickness of 0.254 mm 
+ 0.127 llUll for the crossed slot design was used. The measured scatter-
ing parameters show a characteristic coupling behaviour between both po-
larisations for both feeding concepts over frequency. As an example Fig. 6 
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shows the comparison of the measured scattering parameters for the built-
up antenna elements with a patch substrate thickness of 1.6 IllIll. For the 
crossed slot design the coupling reaches its maximum at the center fre-
quency and decreases for higher and lower frequencies. For the offset slot 
design the highest coupling occurs for frequencies below the center fre-
quency, whereas the minimum of the coupling is achieved about 300 MHz 
above the cent er frequency. The measured bandwidth (VSvVR < 1.5) for 
both designs is 470 l\IHz for the crossed slot desigll and 550 MHz for the 
offset slot design. A comparison of the measured bandwidth for all the in-
vestigated substrate thicknesses is shown in Fig. 7. The band'width of the 
offset fed antenna elements for a given substrate thicklless is always larger 
than the bandwidth of the crossed slot fed antenna elements. 
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Fig. (), :'ica';lll·"d ,cat l(>rill~ l'antlllelcr:; of dual polaris(>d antenna "lelIlcnts (patch sub-
strate: l.(j llilll Hoitacl'1I HF ::'1) 
Due to this higher attaiuable halld\,'idth alld the hetter coupling behayiour 
as well as dne tu tlll' simpler alld therefure cheaper mechanical structure 
only offset slots ha\,(' he('I! used fur further im·e::;tigatiulls. \Vith this off, 
set slot desigu baud \\'icl t hs of t he cl nal polari::;ed alltenua elements up to 
900 l\IHz (VS\VR < 1.::») cau be cLchiewd. But the iucrease ill bandwidth 
results also ill all illne<-lsillg cOllplillg between both polarisatiolls a:=; can be 
seen ill Fig 8. 
3. Dual Polarised Aperture-Coupled 8xl Element Subarray 
Based 011 the obtained results for the cUltenua elelllellts et dual polarised 
aperture-coupled 8 x 1 eleml'ut subarray with oliset slots for an actiYe 
phased array alltellu<t wa::; desigued. 
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Pig. 9. Layout of all :3 x elelllent subarray with a series-parallel feed network 
Fig. 10. Layout of an :3 x element subarray with a corporate feed network 
For the feed network either parallel or series-parallel feed arrange-
ments have been investigated. The series-parallel feed network as shown 
in Pig. 9 has the advantage of using short feed lines and has therefore low 
losses, but it is sensitive to frequency variations and substrate inhomo-
geneities. For broadband applications therefore a corporate feed network 
as sho'\\'n in Fig. 10 should be used. Due to the fact that for this feeding 
technique the line lengths from the subarray feed to all the subarray ele-
ments are equaL it is insensitive to frequency variations. 
The measured scattering parameters for an 8 x 1 element subarray 
(patch substrate: 1.6 mIll Rohac:ell 51 HF) with a corporate feed network 
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are given in Fig. 11. The input reflection coefficients for both ports are 
better than -14 dB (VS\VR < 1.5) OWl' a bandwidth of 470 MHz and the 
isolation between both ports is less thall -25 dB within this same range. 
The correspolldillg radiatioll patteDl for ltorizolltal polarisatioll at center 
frequency is givell in Fig. 12 for co- alld cross-polarisation. Due to the use 
of aperture-couplillg the cross-polarisation level is below -27 dB. 
4. Conclusion 
A detailed investigatioll of cluell polarised aperture-coupled microstrip patch 
elements with crossed slots and offset slots WeL'; pre:oelltecl. The offset filot 
design offers the simpler mechanical allcl therefore cheaper structure as \\'ell 
as the better coupling behaviour amI the higher attainable bandwidth. 
\Vithin a balldwidth of 470 ?vIHz Cl realised 8x1 element subarray in 
X -band for a cellter frequency of 9.G GHz shows et voltage standing wave 
ratio of less than 1..5 and a polarisation isolation of higher thClll 25 dB. 
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